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QUAIL TRAIL

Choop!

Pip pip pip!

Chi!

Topknot: Time to hike, chicks!

We must review the rules before we go.

Number one. Always keep your eyes on my plume.

Roxie: Big deal. I’ve got a plume, too.

[A quail’s plume is made of six feathers that curl together.]
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Topknot: If you can’t see my plume,

you’re too far away.

SO KEEP UP!

Roxie: Topknot is sooooo bossy!

[Chicks mix after hatching and adults care for all the young in communal coveys.]

Topknot: Number two.

Stay behind the chick in front of you, ALWAYS!

The safety of the entire brood depends on it.

Roxie: Reeee-diculous!

[A group of quails is called a covey. A group of baby quails is called a brood.]

Topknot: Choop means stop.

Stay still as a cactus until you hear pip-pip,

which means it’s safe to proceed.

[Quails communicate with each other using special calls.]

Topknot: And number three.



If you get lost, listen for my call, chi-ca-go!

Chick: Chi-chi-chi!

Roxie: Boooooring!

Topknot: Try it again.

Chick: Chi-chi-go?

Topknot: That’s close.

You say chi-ca-go, then I say chi-ca-go back

until we find each other.

Roxie: Hello, toe.

[The behavior of repeating sounds back and forth is known as antiphony.]

Topknot: Before we go, everyone nibble a protozoan vitamin.

Roxie: Eww, gross! I’ll pass.



[Quails have single-celled organisms in their stomachs called protozoans that help them digest

food.]

Chick: Finished!

Topknot: Pip-pip! Let’s hike.

Roxie: Psst! “Protozoan vitamins” is code for Topknot turds!

Chick: Pitooh!

[Chicks are born without protozoans and must acquire them by pecking at adult quail poop.]

Bump!

Crash! (Art: Topknot stops short and the chicks crash into each other.)

Topknot: Choop!

One, two, three, four, five… Five? Where’s Roxie?

Chi-ca-go!

Roxie: Here I am!

Topknot: Chi-ca-go is the correct response, Roxie.



Please keep up with the brood.

Roxie: I bet there’s something spectacular over that hill.

Chicks: Pip-pip!

Chick-a-dee dazzle-dee!

Chick-a-boom boomy-boom!

Stay in line on the trail.

Keep your eyes on the plume!

Pip-pip!

Roxie: It’s not far to the top.

I’ll be back before anyone notices.

Almost there…

Pant pant

Chicks: Chick-a-dee dazzle-dee!

Chick-a-broo broody-brood!

Tail to beak. Beak to tail.

Not too close. Don’t be rude!

Roxie: What?! More hills?!



Crow: Cawww!

Roxie: Which trail did I come from?

Uh-oh…

I’m lost!

[Quails protect themselves from predators by looking out for each other.]

Crow: CAW!

Roxie: This crow is creeping me out.

What was I supposed to call out if I got lost?

[Quails need dense vegetation to hide and nest in. Small chicks are especially vulnerable.]

Roxie: Think, Roxie, think.

How about chata-noo-ga?

Chata-noo-ga!

Chata-noo-ga!

Ouch! My toe! (Art: Roxie kicks a rock.)

[Each foot has four toes with sharp claws. The rear toe is smaller and rarely touches the ground.]



Swoosh!

Roxie: That’s it!

Chi-ca-go!

Topknot: Chi-ca-go!

Roxie: Topknot!

Chi-ca-go!

Chi-ca-go!

Chi-ca-gooooo!

[Quails don’t hop like other birds, they run. When threatened they will fly, but only short

distances.]

Topknot: Back off, crow!

(Art: The other chicks are taking a dust bath and are concealed.)

[Quails take dust baths to keep their feathers from getting oily and matted.]

Topknot: It’s good to have you back, Roxie.

The covey wouldn’t be complete without you.

Roxie: But I broke all your rules.



Topknot: They aren’t mine.

They belong to all the quails on the quail trail.

Roxie: We’re better when we stick together!

Chick: Pip-pip!

Peck. Kick. Scratch.

[Quails kick and scratch at the dirt as they forage for food, but they also do it to amuse

themselves.]

Topknot: Eyes on the plume!

Let’s go home!

Roxie: Chick-a-dee dazzle-dee!

Chick-a-toe toey-toe!

If you’re lost, little quail,

Chirp it loud, chi-ca-go!

Chick: What’s the special call again?



Topknot/Roxie: CHI-CA-GO!
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